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Built For The Next
Generation Of Training...

“Better Training Leads
To Increased Productivity
and Reduced Costs”
What is iTrainStation…
A web based learning
 A robust reporting
platform with four unique
engine that includes
levels of service.
automated, scheduled
reporting capabilities.
 An intuitive, easy to use
graphical interface
 Technical Support for all
enhances the learning
users included with all
experience improving
service levels at no
levels of comprehension.
additional charge.


Top Benefits of An Effective
Employee Training Program

Pay Per View...


Specially designed for
organizations with
lending libraries.



Each member can
obtain access while
maintaining strict control
over the amount of use
and the budget.

Platform Plus...


Integrate the Platform
into your own web portal
creating a trusted
environment for
employee learning.



The 3 dimensional user
management offers
complete flexibility in
creating groups for
in-depth control of
scheduled training.



So much automation
that it‟s like having a free
employee doing all the
work for you.



Includes a powerful built
in Course Editor allowing
for the easy creation of
organizational specific
training.

Classic Service...


Think NetFlix® for the
corporate world.



Designed for traditional
classroom style training.

LMS Lite...


An affordable entry level
LMS for small to medium
sized organizations.



Assign a course to a
group of individuals, or a
group of courses to an
individual.

Scan the QR
Code to see a
comprehensive
list of features.

Cost Effective Solutions To Train
Any Need In Any Environment...
Key Features...






development since 2006.


Configurable solutions that are

The entire project has been

amount of functionality for






Programs are reviewed for

house, offering precise control

current compliance standards.


All courses come equipped

enhancements.

with a quiz, providing an

There are no third party

essential benefit to trainers.


Organizations can customize

for user requested

the quiz making their own

enhancements to be

individual learning experience

implemented immediately.

unique and specific to their

Implementation of user

own environments.

requested features,



content is added regularly.
quality and adherence to

developers involved, allowing

conscious of organizations.

New stimulating, quality

developed and managed in
over functionality and

designed to offer the greatest
even the most budget



services without loss of data.

A web based training system
that has been under daily

Easily upgrade to enhanced



A simple, easy to use Course

suggestions and ideas is why

Editor is built in—eliminating

this Learning System is being

the need for expensive,

called, “The Platform”.

difficult to use software.

Platform enhancements



The Platform offers trainers the

become a shared benefit to

ability to incorporate their own

the entire user community

private content.

without any additional costs.




Engineered to be compatible

A robust, flexible and

with the technologies of the

scalable system built on a

past as well as the mobile

concept of „switches‟

computing needs of the

allowing for an infinite
array of configurations,
functions and
detailed control over
organizational
training.


A rare solution

that also includes a

future.


No need to install any special
apps or programs - the perfect
solution for secure networks
and environments.
Click Here To Get Started

basc.iTrainStation.com

very large selection
of quality content not
found in most Learning
Management Systems.

949.491.9888

